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What is Cyberbulling?



CyberBullying?

“Cyberbullying involves the use of information and 
communication technologies such as e-mail, cell 
phone and pager text messages, instant messaging, 
defamatory personal Web sites, and defamatory 
online personal polling Web sites, to support 
deliberate, repeated, and hostile behaviour by an 
individual or group, that is intended to harm others.” 

Belsey, 2004



A Typical Cyberbully
- usually between the ages of 9 & 14 years old.
- usually knows their victim in real life.
- anyone, if aggravated enough.
- often the victims of offline bullying.
- girls typically cyberbully using communications and 
public postings.
- boys typically cyberbullying using technology, hacking 
and malicious code.
- teens over 14 are usually sexually harrassed, rather 
than just cyberbullied.

Aftab, 2005



A Typical Victim

- usually between the ages of 9 & 14 years old.
 (usually older if sexually harrassed)
- sometimes a schoolyard bully
- someone who may have offended someone 
inadvertently either offline or online.
- sometimes the victim of offline bullying as well.
- any child can be the victim of cyberbullying, and 
children are also more likely to be victims of online 
sexual harrassment.

Aftab, 2005



Categories of Cyberbullies
Typically, there are 4 types of cyberbullies:

 Vengeful Angels: Individuals using technology to “right past 
wrongs”.
 Power Hungry or “Revenge of the Nerds: Bullying for  
power in the schoolyard, or the ironic twist of offline bullies 
becoming online bullies.
 “Mean Girls”: Doing it for entertainment or the “drama”, 
often done in groups (not necessarily just girls).
 Unintentional Cyberbullies: Individuals who didn’t mean to 
cyberbully, but reacted in anger or were misunderstood.

Aftab, 2005



How is this Different?
- Cyberbullies can much more easily hide behind the 
anonymity that technology can provide.
- Instigators are much more difficult to catch, as they 
are often more difficult to identify.
- Messages can be communicated to individuals or 
groups easily and with tremendous speed.
- Cyberbullying often falls beyond the legal reach of 
schools and schoolboards.
- Victims are often reluctant to report incidents in fear 
that parents will remove their access to technologies 
(e.g., Internet, cellular phones).



Original Remix





The Tools of the Bully



Instant Messaging

ICQ

MSN

AIM

Yahoo!



What is IM?
- An instant messenger (IM) is a specialized software 
client that allows instant text, audio or video 
communication between two or more people through 
a network such as the Internet. 
- IM conversations happen in “real-time”, versus 
applications such as email where communication is 
asynchronous.
- IM clients usually allow users to build ‘buddy’ lists.
- Most IM clients incorporate an ‘awareness’ feature 
which indicates which ‘buddies’ are currently online.





Message Boards/Groups

- Message boards are used by netizens to discuss 
various topics. They can be a great way to share 
information and opinions, but can also be used to bully 
to to sexually harrass participants.
- Message boards are usually themed around particular 
topics such as popular culture, politics, education, teen 
life, or just about anything else.
- Message groups usually have a moderator, but can be 
very strictly or loosely monitored.



Click here to See Example of 
Questionable Conversation



Personal Polling Sites

- Personal polling sites 
are typically setup to 
gather opinions on 
personal matters.
- Some teens use these 
sites for personal 
acceptance into social 
norms, or to exclude or 
ridicule others.











Text Messaging
- Text messaging is a very 
popular communication 
method for teens.
- Text messages can be 
sent phone to phone, 
computer to phone or 
phone to computer.
- Computer to phone 
messages can be very 
difficult to trace.



Webpages and Blogs
- Personal webpages have long been used by students 
to post personal information and create ‘homepages’.
- Webpages are generally open to the public and 
instantly searchable by major search engines (e.g., 
Google).
- While once more difficult to create, blogging has 
emerged as a simple way of creating and publishing 
personal online journals.
- While webpages and blogs can be excellent 
educational and reflective tools, they certainly can and 
have been used to bully and defame other children.









Social Networking Sites

- Many teens are now becoming active in social 
networking services such as Hi-5 or Friendster.
- On such sites, students form virtual friendship 
communities, communicate with others, give 
testimonials, share personal journals and post 
announcements to shared spaces.
- Such sites can be used to replicate existing school-
based cliques, and exclusion from such sites can also 
be a form of bullying.







A Look @ Digital 
Culture



Digital Natives vs. Digital Immigrants

As Digital Immigrants learn ... to adapt to their environment, they 
always retain, to some degree, their "accent," that is, their foot in the 
past.   The "digital immigrant accent" can be seen in such things as 

turning to the Internet for information second rather than first, or in 
reading the manual for a program rather than assuming that the 

program itself  will teach us to use it. ~Prensky, 2001



“N-geners ultimate computer”:

... about as big as a piece of paper ... It would be 
cellular and ... connected to any other computer in 
the world. It would also be a television giving me 
every TV channel ... What I would really like is a little 
credit card on the bottom of the screen and when an 
ad for something I like comes on I could click on the 
little card ...It would also be a telephone and you 
could call your friends ... and ... see what they're 
wearing... It would also be a stereo and give me any 
CD or music video I requested. But I want really 
good sound ... (Tapscott, Growing Up Digital)



It’s All About ME Baby!

From blogging to vanity surfing, technology is 
helping to inflate a new generation of egos of 
magnitudes never
 seen before.



1.All technological change is a trade-off.

2.The advantages and disadvantages are never distributed 
equitably.

3.Embedded in every technology is a powerful idea, 
sometimes more than one.

4.It’s not an additive, it’s ecological.

5.Media tend to become mythic.

Five Things We Need To Know...

Postman, 1991







Passing a Starbucks?

Why not stop in and take advantage of the
special offer that just popped up on your
mobile phone screen to get a free muffin
with your Frappuccino?



Go to Metaspy



“Sex” on the Internet
- “Sex” the most frequently searched keyword on the 

Internet – 1 in 300 queries.
- Users searched for “sex” more than "games," "music," 

"travel," "jokes," "cars," "jobs," "weather“ and "health" 
combined.

- “Porno” or “pornography” 4th most common keyword 
searched.

- A search for “Porn” in Google gives 80 million results.
- The online pornography industry is estimated to be 

worth 5-7 billion dollars.



Commonly Used Acronyms
F2F

-face to face
FYI

for your information
IMO

- in my opinion
IMHO

- in my humble/honest opinion
- TTFN

- ta ta for now
TTYL

-talk to you later

POA
- point of advice

IRL
- in real life

GGP
- gotta go use the facilities

POS
- parent over shoulder

TNSTAAFL
- there’s no such thing 

as a free lunch



The World of Emoticons

	 :-)	 	 	 	 - happy
	 :-(	 	 	 	 - sad
	 ;-)	 	 	 	 - wink
	 :_(		 	 	 - crying
	 :-&		 	 	 - tongue-tied
	 :-\	 	 	 	 - undecide
	 }-(((*>	 	 - fish
	 ~:0	 	 	 - baby
	 @~)~~~~	 - rose
	 0-\-<]:		 	 - skateboarder

	 :-Q	 	 	 - smoker
	 =^.^=		 	 - kitty
" @¿@! ! ! - stunned
 @(-_-)@  - monkey
 :-#    - w/braces
 ^i^   - angel
 //o-o||   - john lennon
 <|:0   - partying
 (_8^(1)  - homer simpson



Tips & Resources



General Tips 4 Kids

- Never give out or share personal information numbers (PIN).
- Don’t believe everything an online contact tells you.
- Use netiquette.
- Never send a message to someone when angry.
- Never open a message from someone you don’t know.
- If it doesn’t look or ‘feel right’, it probably isn’t.
- Sign a contract for Internet use.
- Never meet an online friend without parental supervision.
- You don’t have to be ‘always on’ ... turn off, disconnect, unplug.

Adapted from Belsey, 2004







Are You Being Cyberbullied?

- Do not keep cyberbullying or any type of harrasment to 
yourself. Tell an adult that you know and trust.
- Do not participate in any online conversation that makes you 
feel uncomfortable with the topic.
- Inform your Internet Service Provider or Mobile Phone service.
- Inform your local police.
- Do not reply to messages from cyberbullies.
- Do not erase or delete messages from cyberbullies.

Adapted from Belsey, 2004



Tips 4 Parents
- Keep the home computer in a public area of the house.
- Know who your children are talking to online. Get acquainted 
with their buddy lists. Have your children show you the online 
profiles of their buddies.
- Educate your kids on the importance of privacy. Children 
should never give away personal information to strangers.
- Cellular phone #’s should not be given away to anyone.
- Using monitoring or filtering software.
- Stay educated on the communication habits of teens.
- Communicate with other parents and teachers re: issues, 
concerns or tips they may have re: online safety.
- *** Develop relationship with your children that are open, 
trusting and caring. Adapted from Belsey, 2004







Key Resources

http://www.stopbullying.ca
http://www.cyberbully.org
http://www.bewebaware.ca
http://www.wiredsafety.org
http://www.bullying.org
http://www.cyberbullying.or
http://www.media-awareness.ca



Contact Information



Contact Me
Alec Couros
email: alec.couros@uregina.ca

Download presentation from:
http://www.educationaltechnology.ca/couros

Resources for this presentation available at:
http://www.stopbullying.ca

or, Google me - keyword ‘couros’


